**EOSC integration**

The SSH Open Marketplace is a thematic Contribution to the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC).

**Join us and contribute**

Join a growing community of social scientists and humanists, become a contributor and improve the SSH Open Marketplace by curating existing records or creating new ones in the catalogue.

You can not find your favourite tool? Do you see a mistake in the description of a training material? The methods and standards in use in your discipline are not well represented in the catalogue? Log in and contribute!

marketplace.sshopencloud.eu

**Contact**

Do you want to know more? Contact the team at: sshopenmarketplace@sshopencloud.eu

A **discovery portal** which pools and contextualises resources for **Social Sciences and Humanities** research communities.
Content and sources

To support Social Sciences and Humanities researchers in their research methods and at every step of the research data lifecycle, the SSH Open Marketplace pools and harmonises key resources and makes them available and contextualised in a discovery portal.

Explore the SSH Open Marketplace

Browse the catalogue entries curated by the research community.

5000 curated entries from trusted data sources

What are workflows? Research scenarios presented in a step-by-step approach, connecting useful resources to each step. Browse the Marketplace and discover how to "Extract textual content from an image", which steps to follow to "create a dictionary in TEI" and much more.

Contextualisation

Each solution suggested is linked to other related resources (e.g. a tutorial showing how to use a tool, a tool used in a workflow, a publication presenting research results produced using a given service). This contextualisation enhances serendipity.